XRD analysis
illustrates the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the magnetite/ gelatin composite and the iron loaded hydrogel. Both samples show a broad peak at 23 °C, which can be attributed to the amorphous nature of the biopolymer. The magnetite/ gelatin peak position and intensity coincide with crystallographic data for magnetite. However, this method is not appropriate to distinguish between the crystal structure of magnetite or maghemite, due to their similar diffraction pattern. 
SANS analysis
In this section we represent some more SANS data. Figure S3a shows the scattering from gels dissolved in D 2 O of concentration  between 6 and 30 wt.-%. The scattering was normalized with gel volume fraction . The so normalized scattering coincides at small Q, i.e. it shows same size of gel and a proportionality with respect to . At large Q (> Q c ) one observes differences with respect to the mesh size, as compiled together with R g of the gel in Table S1 .
A 12 wt.-% gelatin with and without magnetite is shown in Figure S3b 
Structure factor analysis
The structure factor for the interpretation of scattering of the magnetite dispersed in ferrogel We assumed that R g of the form factor is the same for "wet" and "dry" samples. 
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